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RESETTING SALES RESULTS:

Resetting daily sales results:

Resetting periodical sales results:

RESET SALES ?

RESET SALES ?

SALES RESULTS

SALES RESULTS MASTER

DAILY RESET

PERIOD RESET

Push the CLR-button.

Push the PLUS-button.

Insert the (RESULT) or the (RESULT

MASTER) coloured key in the dispenser and

push the CLR-button.

red orange

Insert the coloured key in the

dispenser and push the CLR-button.

orange

The daily sales results are now reset.

The periodical sales results are now reset.
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RES 1 RES 2WWB system

RES 1 RES 2WWB system

INSERT KEY



SALES:

INSERT KEY

SALE

SALE

FILL

SALE

After the dispensing of the selected portion has

been started (for example line 1 Small portion)

it's possible to stop the dispenseing by pushing

the same portioning button once again.

The stopped portion will be registed as sales !

Press one of the portioning buttons (for example

line 1 large portion) to start the dispensing of the

selected measure. The full portion will be

dispensed (without registering the stopped portion).

not

The fill-feature enables the dispensing of odd

portion sizes. By pressing and holding the PLUS-

button the electric valve opens and beer is

dispensed . Release the

button when the desired amount of beer has been

dispensed. Use the MINUS-button to activate the

fill-feature .

The text "FILL" will appear in the display when the

feature is activated.

from line number 1

for line number 2

Insert the sales key in the keyhole on

the dispenser's right hand side to activate sales

mode.

blue

Sales key (blue):Sales key (blue):

Sales key (blue):
SALE 1 EMPTY

If FOB detector is in use and connected to

dispenser the empty alarm is displayed

when the beer line is out of product.

It is not possible to pour from the line where

the empty alarm is displayed.

Empty Alarm:

Portion stop / Emergency stop

Odd portion sizes / the fill-feature :

Daily Small Large

12 00001 00023

Insert the

The word Daily

indicates from which line/lines the results are.

The example display on the left indicates that

line one and two are counted together. Browse

through the results from the different lines by

pushing the ENT-button.

blue sales key in the dispenser. Push

the ENT-button. The dispenser now shows the sales

of large and small portions.

SALES RESULTS:

Sales result keys (red and orange):

Daily Small Large

12 00001 00023

Period Small Large

12 00001 00023

Insert the sales result key in the dispenser

and push the ENT-button. The display now shows

the daily sales of small and large portions.

The word Daily indicates from which line/lines the

results are. The example display on the left

indicates that line one and two are counted

together. Browse through the results from the

different lines by pushing the ENT-button.

Insert the sales result key in the dispenser and

push the PLUS-button. The display now shows

the periodical sales of small and large portions.

The word Period indicates from which line/lines the

results are. The example display on the left

indicates that line one and two are counted

together. Browse through the results from the

different lines by pushing the ENT-button.

SALE
Choose product and portion size by pushing the

button for either a or a portion of

beer from line one or line two, and the dispenser

will portion the selected portion.

large small

Portioning:


